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Abstract 
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We show that a large cardinal is not necessary to prove the consistency of the recent PFA results 
of Balogh, Fremlin and Nyikos concerning countably compact spaces of countable tightness and 
closed preimages of 0,. For example, we improve Balogh’s result by showing that it is consistent 
that all compact spaces of countable tightness are sequential. 
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1. Introduction 
Must countably compact first countable noncompact spaces contain copies of 
w,? It is well known that the answer, consistently, is no. Fremlin recently made a 
breakthrough of sorts when he showed it follows from PFA (the proper forcing 
axiom) that if a space contains a subspace of character W, which is a closed preimage 
of CO, (and some other hypotheses), then the answer is yes. Balogh later removed 
the assumption of the “other hypotheses”. Balogh also showed that the answer to 
the above question is “yes” if PFA is assumed. Nyikos, assuming Martin’s maximum 
(a strengthening of PFA), showed that a separable countably compact noncompact 
first countable space must contain disjoint closed noncompact subsets. Fremlin 
showed that PFA implies that a normal first countable separable countably compact 
space is compact. Fremlin and Nyikos jointly showed that an initially w,-compact 
space of countable tightness must also be compact if PFA is assumed. Finally, the 
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most striking of these results is Balogh’s solution [2] of the Moore-Mrowka problem, 
namely that under PFA compact spaces of countable tightness are sequential. Nyikos 
has asked if the large cardinal nature of PFA is needed to prove the above results. 
We show in this paper that the above consistencies follow from ZFC. 
2. The main results 
2.1. Let 9 be a maximal free filter of closed sets on a countably compact space X 
and for each x E X and F E 9 with x E F let V(x, F) be an open neighbourhood of 
x disjoint from F. Then there is a free sequence {x,: (Y < 0,) and a descending 
sequence {F, : CY < w,} c 9 such that for each a < w, there is some finite A c a + 1 
such that {x,: y ~~}cU{V(x,,F,):p~A}and{x,:cu<y<w,}cF,. 
2.2. If f is a closed mapping of a space X onto the ordinal space w, and for each 
x E X we fix { U(x, a): cy < 0,) open neighbourhoods of x, then there is a closed 
unbounded subset (cub) C of w, and a sequence {x,: y E C} such that for each 
y E C and, for each (Y < w, , there is a /3 < y so that f(x,) = y and {xc: p < t< y} = 
U(x,, a). 
Theorem. The consistency of ZF implies the consistency of both 2.1 and 2.2 together 
with MA+c = w2. 
Outline of our plan. Shelah has defined something called the K-pit (for “proper 
isomorphism condition”). The reason for this is that a countable support iteration 
of length w2 of w,-pit proper posets will (under CH) satisfy the w,-chain condition, 
while just assuming that the factors themselves satisfy the wz-chain condition does 
not guarantee the iteration will. A diamond sequence on w2 will help us decide 
which proper w,-pit posets of size w z to use in such an iteration. The resulting 
iteration will have cardinality w2 and the objects which we want to consider in the 
extension will also have cardinality w2. We shall show that any such name will 
“reflect” on a cub in w2, hence the reflected objects were visited at least once by 
our iteration. Finally we have to show that given any such reflected object there is 
an appropriate w,-pit proper poset of cardinality w2 which will introduce the 
required set and that this set is still appropriate in the final model. For this we use 
the method of Todorcevic [ 1 l] in which side conditions are finite sets (or matrices) 
of elementary submodels rather than the method, from [lo], used by Balogh, Fremlin 
and Nyikos, in which side conditions are simple finite chains of elementary sub- 
models. It is this change which is the key in making the posets strongly &-cc (and 
iterable), thus removing the need for large cardinals to prove the results. Although 
we shall take advantage of the results in [8], it can be shown using the methods in 
previous constructions of Jensen and Mitchell (as in [ll]) that an iteration of K2 
posets of this type satisfies the &-cc. 
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Let us first record some of the interesting results which are known to hold in a 
model of 2.1, 2.2 and MA+c = w2. 
Corollaries. In the resulting model each of the following hold: 
2.3 (Balogh). Each compact space of countable tightness is sequential. 
2.4 (Balogh). Zf X is compact and countably tight, then every point is the limit of a 
convergent sequence. 
2.5 (Nyikos). If X is separable and countably tight, then X contains disjoint closed 
noncompact sets. 
2.6 (Nyikos). If X is separable normal countably compact countably tight, then X is 
compact. 
2.7 (Fremlin and Nyikos). If X is initially o,-compact and countably tight, then X is 
compact (initially W, -compact = every open cover of size <w, has a finite subcover). 
2.8 (Fremlin). Zf X is countably compact but not compact and has cardinality w, , then 
X contains a copy of w, . 
2.9 (Balogh, Fremlin). If X is a closed preimage of w, and the character of each point 
of X is at most 0,) then X contains a homeomorphic copy of w, . 
Proofs of Corollaries. 
2.3. By [5], it suffices to prove the result in the case when each countably compact 
subspace of X is closed. Indeed (for completeness), assume that countably compact 
subsets of X are closed. If X is not sequential, choose Y c X such that no subset 
of Y converges to a point not in Y. If Y is countably compact, then it is closed, 
hence we may choose a countable subset A of Y such that no subset of A converges 
in X. By induction choose a family of subsets of A such that under reverse inclusion 
mod finite they form a complete binary tree of height c such that incomparable 
elements have no limit points in common (this uses MA at limit levels). It follows 
therefore that A has more than c limit points. Now choose a countably compact 
subset of size c which is necessarily not closed to obtain a contradiction. Now let 
Y be a countably compact subset of X. If Y is not closed, choose 9 a maximal 
free filter of closed subsets of Y. For each FE 9 and x E Y - F choose V(x, F) an 
open neighbourhood of x so that its closure in X is disjoint from F. Now the 
sequence {x,,: (Y < w,} given by 2.1 will be a free sequence (see Definition 2.10) in 
X contradicting that X has countable tightness. 
2.4. If X -{x} is countably compact, then just as in the proof of 2.3 X -{x} contains 
an w, -sequence which is free in X. This contradicts that X is compact and countably 
tight. Therefore there is a sequence converging to x. 
2.5. By [6], we may as well assume that X is countably compact and locally compact. 
By 2.1, X contains a free sequence, say {x,,: CY cm,}. By countable tightness the 
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union of the closures of the initial segments is closed. Since {x,: (Y <w,} is free, 
each cl{x,: a < p} must be compact or we are done. Therefore choose open U, 
containing cl{xu. cy < p} so that x, is not in U, for any y > p. Let U be the union 
of { ZJ,: (Y <w,}. Since cl{x,: (Y <w,} c U and U is open, X - U is compact or we 
are done. Therefore choose open W with 
cl{x,: a<w,}c WCC1 WC u. 
Now use MA(w,) to find an infinite subset of the countable dense subset of W 
which has finite intersection with each U,. This infinite set has no limit point since 
its closure is contained in cl W c U = IJ {U,: a < CO,}. 
2.6. The proof of this result is virtually the same as the above except that one now 
uses normality in place of compactness. 
2.7. Let X be countably compact and countably tight. If X is not compact, then 
by 2.1, X has a free w,-sequence. Clearly this sequence has no complete accumulation 
point. 
2.8. Since MA(w,) holds any countably compact separable space of cardinality at 
most K, is compact [4]. Therefore, since X is countably compact but not compact 
and /XI= K,, it follows that X is not separable. Well-order X in order type w, and 
fix an open cover Ou of X which has no countable subcover. Inductively choose 
finite sets %, c % and points x,, E X as follows. Choose 021, so that the compact set 
cl{xp: p < (Y} is a subset of l_, 021, and then choose x, to be the first point (in the 
well-ordering) which is not in lJpsu lJ a,. It is easily checked that the function f 
which takes x, to (Y, for (Y < w, extends to a continuous function from cl{x,: (Y < w,} 
onto w,. Now use 2.2. 
2.9. Apply 2.2 directly with { U(x, a): (Y < w,} indexing a neighbourhood base for 
eachxEX. 0 
Definitions 2.10. {x,: a < w,} is a free sequence [l], if for each (Y < o, , cl{x,: y < a} n 
cl{x,: y 2 a} = 0. The character of a space is the minimum cardinal such that there 
is a local base at each point of that cardinality. A space X has countable tightness 
(or is countably tight) if for each Y c X and limit x of Y, there is a countable A c Y 
with x E cl A. A space is sequential if for every nonclosed subset A there is a countable 
sequence of points of A that converge to a point not in A. The weight of a space 
is the minimum cardinality of a base for the topology. 
3. Proper forcing 
In this section we shall record the results from Shelah’s book Proper Forcing [8] 
which we shall need. See also [3] for basics on proper forcing. 
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Let P be a poset and let M be a countable set with P E M. A condition q E P is 
called M-generic if for each dense open subset D of P with DE M and each r < q 
there is a p E D n M which is compatible with r (we may say that D n M is predense 
below q). For a set X, let [Xlw denote the set of all countable subsets of X. A set 
9? c [Xlw is unbounded if for every A E [XIW there is a B E 9? with A c B. 3 is said 
to be closed if countable unions of members of %! are again in 3. Now P is said 
to be proper if for every sufficiently large cardinal K and X = H(K) (= the sets of 
hereditary cardinality < K) there is a closed and unbounded (cub) 9? c [Xlw such 
that for each M E %! and p E P n M there is an M-generic q <p. 
Proposition 3.1. A countable support iteration of proper posets is again proper. Count- 
ably closed posets and ccc posets are proper. 
The properforcing axiom, PFA, is the statement that for every proper partial order 
P and K,-sized family 9 of dense open subsets of P there is a filter G c P which 
is g-generic (i.e., G meets every member of 9). PFA- is the restriction of PFA to 
posets of size w, . Nyikos [7] has already shown that PFA- is not sufficient to obtain 
the main results. However we shall produce a specific model of PFA- and show 
that the main results (and of course MA(w,)) hold in this model. 
Definition 3.2 [8, Ch. VIII]. A poset P is said to satisfy the K-pie if whenever we 
have a sufficiently large cardinal A, a well-ordering < of H(A), i <j < K, two 
countable elementary submodels N, and N, of (H(A), <, E) such that K and P are 
in N, n N,, i E N,, j E N,, N, n i = N, n j, and suppose further that we are given p E N, 
and an isomorphism h : Ni + N, such that h(i) = j and h is the identity on N, n N,, 
then there is a q E P such that: 
(1) q<p, q<h(p) and q is both N, and N, generic, 
(2) if r E N, n P and q’< q there is a q”< q' so that 9°C r if and only if q”< h(r). 
Proposition 3.3. A countable support iteration of length at most w, of w,-pie proper 
posets is again w,-pie. Furthermore if c = w, and the iteration has length at most w2, 
then the iteration satisfies the w2-cc. 
Proposition 3.4. A proper poset of cardinality o, satisfies the w,-pie. 
Let us now recall the definition of the Jensen cub poset. A condition (a, A) is in 
2 iff a (respectively A) is a closed and bounded (closed and unbounded) subset of 
w,.Wedefine(a,A)<(b,B)iffar,maxb=b,AcBanda-bcB. 
Proposition 3.5. The Jensen cub poset satisfies the w2-pit. 
Proof. Let i, j, N,, Ni, p and h be as in Definition 3.2 for some cardinal A. By 
assumption on h we have that h(u) = a for any countable a c N n w, . Now choose 
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any descending sequence {(a,,, A,,): n < CO> c N,n,$ so that (a,, A,)<p and 
{(a,, A,,): n < a~} meets every dense subset of 2 which is in iVi. It follows that 
(a’, A’) is Ni-generic where a’= cl[u { a,,: n < w}] and A’ is the intersection of the 
Now one easily checks that 9 = (a’, A) is as required where A = 
Lemma 3.6 (CH). If P is a proper w,-pit poset and G is P-generic over V, then 
V[G]kc=w,. 
Proof. Let Q be the P-name of the Jensen poset 2. By Proposition 3.3, P* Q satisfies 
the w,-pit. Again by Proposition 3.3, P*Q has the wZ-cc in which case P forces 
that 2 has the I+-CC. Therefore P forces that c = w, since, as is easily seen, 2 has 
antichains of size c. 0 
4. Restricting the size of Balogh’s posets 
In this section we shall define the posets which we must weave into the iteration 
sequence in order that the main results will hold in the resulting model. 
Definition 4.1. %?= (X, 9, W) is called a Type- 1 space if each of the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) X is a regular countably compact space; 
(2) X has weight and cardinality at most c; 
(3) 9 is a free countably complete filter of closed subsets of X which is maximal 
with respect to the separable subsets of X (i.e., for each countable A= X either 
FcclAorclAnF=flforsomeF~S); 
(4) W = { V(x, F): FE 9, x E X - F} is a family of open sets such that x E V(x, F) 
and V(x,F)nF=@foreach FESandxEX-E 
Definition 4.2. Z = (X,f; W) is called a Type-2 space if each of the following hold: 
(1) X is a regular space with weight and cardinality at most c; 
(2) f is a closed continuous mapping of X onto the space w, ; 
(3) ‘W= { U(x, a): x E X, LY < OJ,} is a family of open subsets of 
x~U(x,a)foreachx~Xand(~<~,. 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following two lemmas. 
X such that 
Lemma 4.3 (CH). Let 2 = (X, 9, W) be a Type- 1 space. Then there is a proper wz-pit 
poset P of cardinality 2”1 such that if G is P-generic over V, then V[ G] I= “there are 
sequences {x,: a <w,}c Xand {F,,: a <w,} c Sso that for each CY < w, there is some 
finiteJccr+l such that {xp:~~cu}~~{V(xy,F,,): YEJ} and {x,:a<y<w,}~ 
F,“. 
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Lemma 4.4 (CH). I..E’=(X,f, 7N”) . 1s a Type-2 space there is a proper wz-pit poset of 
cardinality 29 which introduces a cub subset C of w, and a subspace {x,: YE C} of 
X so that for each y E C and (Y < w, there is a p < y such that {.x8: 6 E C n (/3, y]} c 
U(xy, a) andf(x,) = y (where W = { U(x, a): x E X, a E w,} is as in Definition 4.2). 
We begin with a result of Fremlin. 
Proposition 4.5. Ler 9 be a countabZy complete$lrer of closed subsets of a space X. 
Then either 9 has the property that for each Z E 9 there is a countable 2’ c Z whose 
closure is in 5 or X contains a free w,-sequence {ye: LY < w,} and there is a sequence 
{F,:(Y<o,}c% such that ~l{y,:cu<P}nF~=(d and {y,,:a>/3}cFp for each 
P(WI. 
Proof. Suppose that 9 does not have the above property and choose a set Z 
exhibiting this fact. Inductively choose F, E 9 a descending sequence and yB E 
n {F, n Z: (Y < /3} so that cl{y,,: (Y < p} does not meet Fp. This can always be done 
since 9 is countably complete and {y,: a d /3} is a countable subset of Z. 0 
For producing the sequence required in 2.1 for a Type-l space we shall split into 
two cases according to Proposition 4.5. We shall say that 9 has a base of separable 
sets if it has the property in Proposition 4.5. In the first case we shall assume that 
9 has a base of separable sets; in this case we shall say that 2 is a Type-l.1 space. 
Otherwise we shall call % a Type-l.2 space and show later that there is a related 
Type-2 space. The proof of this result is almost the same as the proof of the key 
lemma [l] in Todorcevic’s proof of the consistency of no S-spaces [9]. It should 
be remarked that the technique employed in producing the poset in the second case 
is more general and will certainly work in this case; we have chosen to proceed 
with this proof since some may regard it as simpler. 
Lemma 4.6. Lemma 4.3 holds for Type- 1.1 spaces. 
Proof. Since X is a Type-l.1 space and we are assuming CH, 9 has a descending 
base {F,: a < w,}. Choose x, E n { Fp: p < a} and assume without loss of generality 
that x, & F,. Identify {x,: CY <w,} with w,. Suppose that C is a fixed cub subset of 
0,. Define a set Y by s E Y iff s E [w,]<” and s is separated by C (i.e., C n (a, p) f B 
for (Y < /3 and a, p E s). We define an ordering on Y by s < t if s contains t and for 
each aEsnmax t 
(Y ~0 { V(p, FY): p, y E 1, p s y and min( t - a) E V(p, F,)}. 
We shall show that P = % *$ * Y is as required where the cub, C, we use for Y is 
the generic one given by 2 and Ce is the usual ordering for adding w, Cohen reals. 
Let us first assume that G is P-generic and show that C and {F,: a E C} will 
serve as the sets required in Lemma 4.3 where C = {a < w, : 3( p, q, s) E G with a E s}. 
It suffices to show that for each (Y E C there is a finite Jc C n a + 1 such that 
Cn(Y+lCU{V(y,F,):yEJ}.Toshowthisfix~ECandchoose(p,q,t)EGwith 
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aEt.DefineJ=tna+landletpECncY-J.Chooses~Ysothats<tandPEs, 
we may do this since p E C and G is a filter. Now by definition of the ordering on 
Y we have that p E V(a), F,) where a’=min t-_PEJ. 
By the results in Section 3 it is clear that if %‘*,$ IF “9 is ccc”, then P is a proper 
w,-pit poset. We work in V[G’] where G’ is g-generic. It is well known that every 
cub subset of w, in V[G’] contains one from V hence we shall always assume that 
if we choose some (a, A) E 2 that A is from V. It is also true that 2 is still a Type-l.1 
space. Indeed, suppose that K is a %-name of a set meeting every member of 9 
(now we are in V). It follows that we can find uncountable sets I c w, and {y, : a E I} 
and a A-system {pa: (Y E I} with root p so that pa IF “y, E k n F,“. Since 27 is 
Type-l.1 and {y,: cy E I} is in V and in 9+ we know that there is a countable I’ c I 
such that cl{y,: (Y E r’} E 9 (recall that 9 is maximal with respect to separable sets). 
Since {pcz: (Y E I’} is a A-system and members of % are finite it follows that (in 
V[ G’]) cl{y,: (Y E J’} n val& k) = {x E X: x is an accumulation point of {y,: (Y E 
I’}} E 9. Indeed if x is an accumulation point of {y,: a E I’}, x E W (open) and 
q < p, then { LY E I’: y, E W} is infinite, hence some such pa is compatible with q. 
Let {S,: (Y < wr} be a sequence of $-names of members of 9’ and let (a,, A,) be 
an element of 2. Suppose that (a,, A,,) IF “{i,: (Y < w,}” is an antichain of Y and 
without loss of generality that (a,, A,) It “{.?,: a <w,}” are pairwise disjoint. Let 
K be a sufficiently large cardinal and let NO be a countable elementary submodel 
of H(K) which contains everything relevant. Now choose a continuous elementary 
chain {N,: (Y <w,} of countable elementary submodels of H(K). Let 6, = N, n w, 
for (Y < w, and let A be a cub contained in A0 n (6,: a < co,}. Let r be any finite 
subset of w, - a0 and let 
W, = n { V(p, F,): /?, ye r, /3 s y and min r E V(p, F,,)}. 
Define E,={(b,B)<(a,, A): for some (Y <w, and some t c w, n W,, (b, B) IF “i= 
S,“}. We shall show that E, is dense below (a,, A) in the order gn No. 
Let (u,,A,)<(u,,A) with (u,,A,)e No. Let s’={z ,,..., z,} be any element of 
[w, -w- such that for some (b, B) < (a,, A,) and (Y < w,, (b, B) Ik “Y= S,“. 
Define D, = {t E [co,]“: there are (b, B) < (a,, A,) and (Y <w, with (b, B) IF “i= i,“}. 
Also let Z( t, n) = {y E 0,: t u {y} E D,} for t E [co,]“-‘. Recursively define for k = 
1 .., n, Dnpk ={t E [w]“-~: 
{ii E Dn-k}. Note that since 
clZ(t,n-(k-l))ES} and Z(t,n-k)={yEm,: tu 
{s a: a <w,}~ NO, we have that Doe N,,. We claim that 
@E Do. Indeed, let ri = {z,: j < i+ l} and note that r, E D,. We show by induction 
on k that rnpk E Dn_k. 
Since Z(rnpCk+,), n -k) E N, for some LY with z,_(~+,) < 6, < z,_k it follows that 
ifclZ(r,~,,+,,,n-k)isnotin~,thenforsome~<6,,clZ(r,_,,+,,,n-k)nFp=Id. 
However, by construction z,_~ E Fp for p < 6, and z,_~ E Z(rn_(k+l), n -k). There- 
fore cl Z(rfi_-(k+lj, n-k)E% and rti-(k+llE DnpCL+,). Now ro=!dEDo as was to be 
shown. 
Now W, is a neighbourhood of z, = min r> a0 and z, is a limit of F, n No for 
each (Y < &,. To see this note that each such F, has a countable dense subset which 
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is in No and recall that z, E F,,. Therefore z, is a limit of Z(0, 1) n 6,,= 
{y < 6,: {y} E D,}. Therefore we can inductively choose y,, . . . , y, E W, n 8, so that 
{y,, . . . , Y,_~}E Dn-k. Finally since t ={y,, . . . , y,,}~ D, n N,, there are (b, B)< 
(a,, A,) and p < 6” so that (b, B) Ik “i= $“. It now follows that E, is dense. Now 
since N,, is countable we can find an ordinal (Y < w, so that 2 n N,, and each E, n NO, 
r E [w,]~~, is in V[G’nFn(cu,2)] (where %=Fn(w,,2)={p:pc”2 for some 
a E [w,]~“}) (note that each E, n N,, is definable from {S,: /3 E N,,n w,} and W,). 
Now in V[ G’], we can choose a directed subset H c jJ n N,, with (a,, A,) E H, 
which is generic over V[ G’n Fn(cz, 2)]. It then follows that H meets each of the 
dense sets E,, TE [w,]~.“. Let (a’, A’) E 2 be below each member of H. Let (b, B) < 
(a’, A’), r E [w, -SO]’ w and p < w, be such that (b, B) IF “i= $“. Since H meets E, 
there is some t E [S,JL“” such that t c W, = n { V(p, F,): min r E V(p, F,) and p s y 
both in r} and (a’, A’) IF “in {S,: y< w,}“. Since &E a’, (b, B) IF “iu FE 3”’ and 
since t c W,, (b, B) It- “iu r < 7’. Therefore (b, B) IF “{S,: y < wl} is not an anti- 
chain”. 0 
Lemma 4.7 (CH). Suppose %‘= (X,f, Zzr) . IS a Type-2 space and 9 is a maximalJilter 
of closed subsets of X such that fl F n M] is unbounded in w, for each FE 9. Zf M 
is a countable elementary submodel of H( ) K containing everything relevant, then 
fP’(8)nn{cl(Fn M): F~9n M}#@ 
whereS=Mnw,. 
Proof. Assume that the base set for X is w, . For each F E 9n M, fl F] is cofinal 
in S since M IF “f[ F] is cub in w ,“. Similarly F n 6 is cofinal in 6 for each F E 9 n M. 
Now choose by induction a sequence, {x,. n < w}, so that x, is in the first n members 
of 9n M and {f(x,): n <w} is cofinal in 6. Since f is a closed mapping there must 
be a limit point x of {x,: n <w} with f(x) = 6. It follows easily that x is in the above 
intersection. 0 
Lemma 4.8 (CH). If %= (X,f; W) rs a Type-2 space there is a proper w?-pit poset 
which introduces a cub subset C of w, and a subspace {x,: y E C} such that for each 
YE C and each cy <w, there is a B < y such that {xc: B < [< y}~ U(x,, a) and 
f(x,) = Y. 
Proof. Assume that X is a topology defined on w,. Let 9 be a maximal filter of 
closed subsets of X each of which maps cofinally by f into w, . Whenever we mention 
the structure 55’ let us assume that 9 is included. For technical reasons we will also 
assume that if f(x) = y and (Y < y, then U(x, a) c f -‘((a, y]). 
As remarked in the introduction, we use the method introduced in [Ill for 
producing w,-pit posets which can be used in many of the applications of the 
general method described in [lo]. Let us call N an elementary matrix if N = 
{XI,. . . , N,,} where each &“, is a finite set of isomorphic countable elementary 
submodels of some sufficiently large H( 0) such that for each NE JY, there is an 
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ME,Y; with NEM for lci<J. ‘< n. It will be convenient to let NE N, for an 
elementary submodel, N, of H(0) and an elementary matrix N, to abbreviate that 
there is some JVE N with NE JV”. 
Our poset P will be defined by p E P ilI p = (N,, G,,, H,) where 
l Hr E [4cw, Np is an elementary matrix each member containing 2, 
l G,, is a function from S,, into w, where 
S,,={S: S= Nnw, for some NE N,,}, 
l G,,(G)En{cl(FnG): NEN,,,(N~~,)=~ and F~%nN},and 
l G,,(S)E N for each NEN,, with SE N. 
For a condition q E P and an ordinal 8 < max S,, define y(q, 6) = G,(6’) where 
6’=minS,-S and O(q,6)=n{U(a,p):y(q,6)EU(a,P) and a,p~H,,}. Now 
we define q < p itl N,, c Nq, G,, c G,, H,,cH,andforeach6~S~nmaxS,,G,(6)~ 
G(P, 6). 
Let us first check that if P is proper, then we obtain sets C and {x,: YE C} as 
desired. Let G be P-generic and let C = l_. {S,,: p E G} and let xy = g(y) for y E C 
whereg=U{G,:pEG}.LetyECandchooseqEGsothatyESq.ChooseNE~i~ 
N, so that N n w, = y. Since 9 is a maximal filter and N is an elementary submodel, 
_/-‘(a, w,] E Sn N for each (Y < y. Therefore f(G,( y)) =f(x,) 3 y. Also f(x,) E 
flcl[ y]] = y+ 1 sincef is a closed map andf[ y] c y by elementarity. Now let (Y < w, 
be given and note that there is some q’e G with LX E Hqr; we may assume without 
loss of generality that q = q’. Now choose p < y so that S, n [/3, y) = 0 and suppose 
that j3 < 5 < y with 5 E C. Choose p E G so that ,$ E S,, and p < q. Therefore G,,( 5) = 
x E 0( q, 5) and since y = min S, - 5 
tiat C is closed m w 
we have that xg E U(x,, CX). Similarly it follows 
1’ Indeed, suppose q I-- “y’sZ C” and that (with no loss of 
generality) y’ E H,. Let y = min( S, - y’) and /3 = max( S, n y’), hence p < y’ < y. It 
then follows, as above, that for any 5 E C n (p, y), we have xE E O(q, 5) c U(x,, y’). 
But then, by our technical assumption on U(x,, y’) we have that y’< [, from which 
it follows that y’ is not a limit of C. 
Let us now check that P satisfies the o,-pit. Let Ni, Nj and h be given as in 
Definition 3.2. Let 6, = N, n w, = N, n w,. Observe that for FE N, we have that 
FnS,=h(F)nS,, since for (~<a,, 
N, l= “a E F” iff N, + “h(a) = a E h(F)“. 
Therefore if p, p’ E P are such that S,, = S,,., G,, = Gps, and H,, = H,,,, then p and 
p’ are compatible if (and only if) for each NE N,,, there is an N’E Nps such that N 
and N’ are isomorphic. Indeed, if we let q be chosen so that S, = S,, G, = Gp, and 
H, = HP and N, = N,, u N,, (by the obvious abuse of notation), then q E P and 
q<p,p’. Since we are assuming CH, it follows that P has the w2-CC. 
Let p,,~ N, and choose x, in {cl( F n 6,): FE N, n 9) nf-‘(8,) (by Lemma 4.7 
such an x, can be chosen). Let Ni = N n H(0) and Nj = N, n H( 0). Then 
P*=W,,U{N:, NJ), G,,u(b,x,), 4) 
is a member of P and p* <po. Now let D E N, be a dense open subset of P Since 
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P has the wz-cc we may assume that DE H(B); and hence we may also assume 
D E N: . Choose q <p* with q E D and let (6,) . . . , S,} list S, - N, in increasing 
order. Define for k = 1,. . . , n, Dnmk, with D,=D and Z(p,n-k) for PEP as 
follows.Z(p,n-(k+l))={z~X:q’~D,~,forsomeq’<pwithrange(G,~-G~)= 
{z}} and D,_ ~k+,~={p~P:~lZ(p,n-k)~9}. 
As usual in such proofs we prove by induction on k that qnpk E D,-,, where qn_k 
is the obvious interpretation of q r(6: 6 s 6,_,} and qn = q. Choose an elementary 
chain N, <. . . < N,, of countable elementary submodels of H( 13) so that N, = Ni 
and Nk n w, = Sh and Nk is a member of some JV”E N, for k = 1, . . . , n. By induction 
we have that q+,, E DnmL. Since all the parameters defining D,_I, are in N, and 
qnP,AtllE N+h we have that Z(qnm,k+,,, n-(k+l))E N,_,. By the maximality of 
9 either cl Z(q,pcL+,,, n-(k+l))ES or there is some FE~~N,_~ such that 
Fncl Z(q+<k+,,, n-(k+l))=fl. Since qn-kEP and N,_,EN~~, h, we have that 
G,(G,-,)~n{cl(Fn6,~,,): for all FE 9n N,-,}. Now G,(L,) E 
Z(%-tk+,l, n-(k+l)) since q<qnpcA+,, hence clZ(q,_,,+,,,n-(k+l)) must be 
in 9. Therefore qnptk+,,E D,,mcL+,l completing the proof of the induction; hence 
q,,E DO. 
Again D,,E N, = Ni hence we may perform the following finite induction in Ni. 
Recall that cl Z(q,, 0) E Sn N, , O(q, 6) is a neighbourhood of GY( 6,) and that 
G,(6,) is a limit point of F n 6, for each member of LFn N, . Therefore we may 
choose y, E Z(q,, 0) n 0( q, 6,) and choose p, E D, n N, exhibiting that y, E Z( qo, 0). 
Similarly we inductively choose y, < . . . < y, < 6, and p, > . . . > p,, so that pk E Dk n 
N, exhibits that y~Z(p~_,, k- 1) and y, is also chosen to be in O(q, 6,). The 
reason y,, can be chosen to be in O(q, 6,) is again that cl Z( ph_, , k - 1) is in 5”n N, 
and G(6,) is a limit point of Z( ph_, , k - 1) n 6,. It is clear then that p,, is in 0,. 
Also p,, is compatible with q since the only nontrivial thing to check is that 
G,,,(6) E O(q, 6) for each 6 E S,,, but this is true already for S E S, n S,,,, and for the 
other 6 in S,,, G,,(~)E{Y ,,..., y,,} and O(q, 6) = O(q, 6,). This of course shows 
that P is proper since p* is Ni-generic. 
Now suppose that rEN,nP=N:nP, p*>q and r>q. Let N,nN:= 
{A”,, . . . , Nn} and define q* so that N,*= N,u{h(X,), . . . , h(hi’,)}, Gy*= G,, and 
H,+= H,. Recall that if N l ./lr, for 1s ks n, then Nnw, =h(N)nw, since h is 
an isomorphism. Clearly h(,Vk) = {h(N): N E JV”,}, hence all we have done to q to 
get q* is to enlarge the elementary matrix without enlarging S,. Therefore q* E P. 
Furthermoreh(N,nN,)EN:andh(F)n6,=FnS,foreachFENl,henceq*<q. 
Again, since h is the identity on 6, the only reason q is not less than h(r) is that 
N h,r, is not a subset of N,. Therefore q* < h(r). The situation for h(r) E Ni, p* > q 
and h(r) > q is completely analogous. This completes the proof that P has the 
w,-pit. 0 
The only thing in Lemma 4.4 missing from Lemma 4.8 is the assertion that there 
is such a poset of cardinality 2”‘. Therefore the following proposition completes 
the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
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Proposition 4.9. If P is an w,-pit poser and A’ is a nice P-name of a subset of w,, 
then there is a completely embedded w,-pie pose& P’, of cardinality no larger than 2”1 
such that A’ is a PI-name. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if B is a complete Boolean algebra which is completely 
embedded in some complete Boolean algebra with the w,-pit, then B has the w,-pit. 
Suppose that B is embeddable in some such Boolean algebra. Let N;, N,, <, etc. 
be as in Definition 3.2. Let B’ be the <-least w,-pie complete Boolean algebra such 
that B is completely embedded in B’ (we are using the “largeness” of the K in 
Definition 3.2 here). It follows that B’E Ni n Nj. Apply Definition 3.2 to B’ to find 
some q E B’. Since B is completely embedded in B’ we may define a projection 
function pr( . ) from B’ onto B by pr( b) = A{ a E B: b s a}. Now it is routine to check 
that pr(q) will work for B. 0 
It remains to complete the proof of Lemma 4.3, namely for Type-l.2 spaces. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3 for Type-l.2 spaces. If E is a Type-l space which is not a 
Type-l.1 space, then fix the sequences {ye. . a <w,} and {F,: cy <w,} as guaranteed 
by Proposition 4.5. Now define a function f(x) = min{/3 < o, : x E cl{y,: (Y <p}} and 
note that f is a continuous map from X’= U {cl{y,: LY < p}: /3 < wl} onto w, which 
is closed, since X is countably compact. For each x E X’, choose a family of open 
neighbourhoods of x, { U(x, (Y): (Y <w,}, including { V(x, F,): f(x) G a < w,} u 
{f-‘(a, f(x)]: (Y <f(x)}. Now let 011= IJ {{ U( x, (Y): (Y < w,}: x E X’} and let %” be 
the Type-2 space (corresponding to %‘) defined by Z = (X’,f; 021). Let P be the poset 
defined in Lemma 4.8 and let G be P-generic. Let C be the cub subset of w, as in 
Lemma 4.8 and let {x,: y E C} be the subspace of X’ as in Lemma 4.8. We claim, 
of course, that {x,: y E C} and {F,: YE C} fulfill the requirements in Lemma 4.3. 
So let (Y E C and define yO= (Y. Now V(xY,,, F,) E { U(x,, p): p < o,}, hence by 
Lemma 4.8 there is a y, < y,, such that {x~: .$E (y,, -yo] n C} c V(x,, F,). Similarly 
there is a y2 < y, so that {xc: 5 E ( y2, y,] n C} = V(x,, , F,). Therefore, by induction, 
there is a finite J c LY + 1 n C as required in Lemma 4.3. Furthermore for (Y < y E C, 
f ( xr) = y, hence x, E cl{y,, : LY < /3 < y}. Since {yp : LY < p < y} is a subset of the closed 
set F, we have that x, E F,, completing the proof. q 
5. Iteration and reflection 
The idea now is to define an iteration sequence consisting of the posets which 
we constructed in the previous section. We first show that 2.1 and 2.2 will hold for 
all spaces if they hold for Type-l and Type-2 spaces respectively (i.e., for spaces 
with weight and cardinality at most c. Then we show that Type-l and Type-2 spaces 
in the final model were “handled” by one of the posets in the iteration. In order to 
show this we prove what is called a reflection theorem. 
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We shall code Pwz as a relation on w2 as follows. Choose in advance a partition 
of w2, {I, : a < w2 and cf( Ly ) f w ,} each of cardinality o2 so that Z, n LY = 0 and let 
Z, =@ for cf(a)=w,. By induction on cy < w2, assume that <a c [U {Z,: p c (Y}]~ 
induces an ordering on U { ZP: p s a} which is forcing isomorphic to P,. In our 
iteration we will have IF, “Qcy is proper, w2-pie and has cardinality at most wz”. 
Therefore we can extend <a to cm+, to be isomorphic to P,+, . For cf(cv) = w, 
lJ{<CI:~<~}extendsto<,onlJ{Zp:P c a} isomorphic to P, For cf(a) = w, , 
IJ {<,: p < a} will b e isomorphic to P, since we have countable support. 
Assume that diamond on the cofinality w, -limits of w2 holds. By fixing any listing 
of w: = wz x w2 x w2 x co2 in order type w2 we can find a family {A,: a < w2} so that 
(1) A,c(-~~for each cr<w?; 
(2) foreachAcw:,{a<w,:cf(cz)= w, and A n a4 = A,} is a stationary set in w2. 
Definition 5.1. Assume that GCH and diamond on the cofinality w,-limits of w2 
hold. Fix a sequence {A n: a < w2} as above and define a countable support iteration 
(P_, QU) as follows. P, is the trivial poset and Q. is the PO-name of any proper 
w,-pit poset of cardinality w2. Assume we have P, with cy < w2. If cf(a) < w, , then 
QU is the Pm-name of “the next proper poset of cardinality w,” (i.e., by a standard 
bookkeeping procedure we are sure to eventually consider all proper posets of 
cardinality w,). 
If cf(cy) = w,, then, with <a defined as above, we may consider A, as defining 
a <,-name A, as follows: 5 IF “(p, ‘y, 6) E A,” for each 5 such that (p, y, a,.$) E A, 
and 5 It- “(p, ‘y, 6) @ A,” for each C which is incompatible with each 5 as above. For 
convenience let us assume that G,, is <,-generic over V and define Qa in V[G,]. 
Let X be the valuation of A, by G,. 
If (0, 0,O) E X, then we check to see if X codes a Type-l space with LY as the 
underlying set as follows. For each p < CY define 0, = { y < CY: (1, p, y) E X}, Fp = 
{y < a: (2, /3, -y) E X} and V(/3, F) = 0, where .$ is the minimum element of (7: (3 + 
/3, y, 71) E X} (if this is empty let 5 = 0). Let 9= {Fp: /3 < a} and ‘W = { V(p, F,): 
y < a and p E cy - F,}. Now if { 0,: p < a} is a base for a regular topology on (Y 
and with this topology ((Y, 9, W) is a Type-l space, then let Q<? be the poset asserted 
to exist in Lemma 4.3 else let QcV be a countable atomless poset. If (0, 0, O)a X, then 
we shall look for a Type-2 space. So for p < (Y and r] < w we define 0, = { y < LY: 
(1, /3, y)~ X} and U(p, T> = 0, where y is the minimum element of {y < (Y: (3-t 
/3, 7, -y) E X} (y = 0 if this set is empty). Letfc a x w, be chosen so that (2) xf= X n 
((2) x LY x w,). Let ‘W = { U(/3, 7): p < LY, 77 <w,} and suppose that (0,: /3 <a} is a 
base for a regular topology on (Y. If (a,f; W) is a Type-2 space then let Qa be the 
poset as given by Lemma 4.4. If this is not the case, then again just let Qn be a 
countable atomless poset. 
Lemma 5.2. Zf 2.1 holds for every Type- 1 space, then 2.1 holds. 
Proof. Let us assume that %?= (X, 9, W) are as in 2.1. We shall produce a Type-l 
space 9 = (Y, 9, V) so that if 2.1 holds for 9 it holds also for %. Indeed if in the 
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first case 9 has a base of separable sets, then we may choose FE 9 which is 
separable. Therefore there are at most c open subsets of F which are equal to the 
interior of their closure (regular open). Since X is regular, F has a base for its 
topology of size at most c. Now F has a dense countably compact subset Y of 
cardinality at most c. Define 9= {F’n Y: F’E 9) -{0) and note that 97 forms a 
countably complete free filter of closed subsets of Y which is maximal with respect 
to the separable subsets. It follows that if we take ‘Ir = { V(x, F’n Y) n Y: F’ n YE $9 
and x E Y-F’}, we have a Type-l space. On the other hand if 9 does not have a 
base of separable sets, we choose {y u: (Y < w,} and {F,: a < w,} as in Proposition 
4.5. Assume that {yU: LY < w,} has closure Y’ in X, in which case each cl{y,: cy < p}, 
for p < w, , is an open separable subspace of Y’. It follows again that Y’ has a base 
for its topology of cardinality c. Let Y be any dense countably compact subset of 
Y’ of cardinality c and take 9 = {F, n Y: a < w,}. Take V to be the same as in the 
first case. We again obtain a Type-l space. Clearly if we find sequences as in 2.1 
for these subspaces, then the sequences {x,: (Y < o,} and {F,: a < w,} “work” for 
Z. 0 
Lemma 5.3. If P = P_ is the limit of the iteration sequence from Dejnition 5.1 and 
G is P-generic over V, then 2.1 holds in V[ G]. 
Proof. Let V[G] k “2 = (X, 9, “ur) is a Type-l space”. We may assume that the 
underlying set for the space X is c = w2 and we may fix { 0, : CY < w2} a base for the 
topology on X. Furthermore 9 is only required to be maximal with respect to the 
separable sets hence we may choose {F, : a < w2} c 9 which is a countably complete 
filter maximal with respect to the separable sets. Also we may choose for each x E X 
and (Y < w2 such that x E F,, 5(x, a) < o2 so that x E Oec._) c W(x, F,). Now define 
A c o2 as follows. For each LY < w2, An((1, o)xwJ=(l, a)x 0, and An 
((2, a) x w2) = (2, a) x F, and for each p such that a g Fp, An ((3 + a, p) x w2) = 
((3 + a, /3, [(a, p))}. Finally put (0, 0,O) E A. Clearly A, “codes” the above informa- 
tion about Z’. 
Since A E V[ G], we may choose a P-name, A, for A. Furthermore, for each t E w:, 
we may assume there is an antichain C, c P such that p Ik “t E A” for each p E C, 
and C, is maximal with respect to this property. Furthermore we have P identified 
with cwz as above hence we may assume C, c w2 for each t E co:. Therefore in V 
we have defined A’= U {t x C,: t E w:} to represent %‘. 
Define a function g : w2 * o2 as follows. For A a limit, define g(A) = 
sup{g(p): p <A}. Let us see how to define g(A) for A a successor. First of all, since 
P has the wz-cc, we have ICI < o2 for each t E 02, hence there is a g,(A) CC w2 such 
that A'n (A” x WJ c g,(A)4. Now let G,, = Gn Ph and recall that V[G,] is a model 
of CH by Lemma 3.6. Therefore, in V[ G], there are only w, many countable subsets 
of A which are elements of V[ G,]. Therefore we may choose p < w2 large enough 
so that for each such countable subset S c A, 
0 S has a limit point less than p, 
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0 n{F,: ~ES}=F~ forsome /3<p, 
0 forsomep<p, Fp~clSorFpnclS=O, 
l { 0, : p < p} induces a regular topology on A, and, 
l the structure 
(P,E,UO~~P,F~~-JP, W(a,Fp)n~u): P<A and ~EA-F~]) 
is elementarily equivalent to 
(w,, E, {(O,, Fp, W(a, Fp)): P <A and a E A -F& 
Now p is some ordinal in V[G] but we have a P-name $ for p in V. Again, 
since P satisfies the wz-cc, there is a g,(A) < w2 so that 1 It- “fi < g,(A)“. Finally 
choose g(A) =max{g,(A), gz(A), g(A-1)+ 1). 
Fact. Zfg(A) = A and cf(A) = w,, thenV[G]t=‘“IfYcAisdejinedbyt~Yifl(t,[)~ 
A' for some ,$E G,, n A (where P, is identified with <,,) and if O’, , Fl and W’(q F’) 
are obtainedfrom Y by the reverse to the process giving us A as above, then (A, {Oh: p < 
A}, {F&: /3 <A}, { W(q Fb): p < A, a E A - Fb}) is (I Type-l space”. 
We shall just sketch a proof of the fact. 
Since g(A) was chosen so as to be larger than sup C, for each t E A3 we have, in 
V[ G], that for each (Y, p < A, O& = 0, n A, FL = Fp n A and W( a, Fb) = W( a, Fp) n 
A. Also at each successor step below A we had a regular topology hence we do at 
the limit. The main idea now is that [A]” n V[ G,] = iJ {[/3]” n V[ G,]: p < A} since 
our forcing is proper. Furthermore we chose g(p) at successor steps so as to ensure 
that members of [PI” n V[ Gp] will get limits, intersections from {Fv},,<p over a set 
which is a member of [p]” n V[G,] will be in {F,,: y < g(p)} and this latter set 
exhibits that 9 is maximal with respect to closures of the members of [p]” n V[ Gp]. 
Since {A E w2: g(A) = A} is a cub in w2 (g is strictly increasing and continuous), 
there is a A such that cf( A) = w, , g(A) = A and A’ n A4 = A,. Therefore in Definition 
5.1 when we defined Qh we found that (0, 0,O) E X = Y and that the space we defined 
fromA, was(A,{O~:~<A},{F~:~~A},{W(cw,F~):~<A,a~A-F~}),andso 
it was a Type-l space. Therefore in V[ GA+,] there are sequences {x,: cr < w ,} c A, 
{F;,: (Y <w} and { W’(x,, Fk_): p <w,, x, g FkCz} so that the statement in 2.1 holds 
for them. Clearly the statement in 2.1 is “upward absolute” hence it still holds in 
V[G]. This completes the proof since {x,: (Y <w,} and {Fe,_: (Y < w,} exhibit that 
2.1 holds for 3!? since “33 restricted to A” is an elementary substructure of Z. An 
appeal to Lemma 5.2 completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 5.4. If 2.2 holds for Type-2 spaces, then 2.2 holds. 
Proof. Let Z? = (X, f; v) be a structure as in 2.2. For each (Y < w2 choose y, E X so 
that f(y,) = (Y. Let Y be any subset of X such that {y,: Q < w,} is dense, ( YI s c and 
such that f ] Y is a closed map. Naturally we let “ur= { U(y, a) n Y: (y, a) E Y x ml} 
and we have that 9 = (Y,J; 74’“) is a Type-2 space. Clearly if 2.2 holds for 9, then 
it holds for 8” as well. 0 
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Lemma 5.5. Let P= P,,+ be defined as in Dejinition 5.1 and let G be P-generic over 
V, then 2.2 holds in V[G]. 
Proof. Let V[ G] k “2 = (X,f; 74”) is a Type-2 space”. We may assume that the base 
set for the space X is 02. Let { 0,. . a < w2} enumerate a base for X and for each 
(~,P)Ew~xw~ choose [((Y,~)Ew~ so that (YEO~(~,~)C U(c-u,p). Now define (in 
V[G]) Acw; as follows. For each a<@,, An(l,a)x~,=(1,a)x0,, An 
(2, cz) x w2 = ((2, cw,f(cu))} and An (3 + (Y, /3) x w2 = ((3 + (Y, p, [(LY, p))} for each p < 
w, . Also be sure that (0, 0,O) EZ A. Choose a P-name A (in V) for A and for each 
t E OJ: choose an antichain C, c P ( =(wz, cWL)) so that p IE “t E A” if p E C, and 
p IF “t& A” if p is incompatible with each member of C,. Therefore in V we have 
defined a set A’ = I_, {t x C,: t E w:} which represents %?. 
Define a function g : co2 + w2 as follows. For A a limit let g(A) = sup{g(p): p < A}. 
Now let A be a successor. Since P satisfies the wz-cc, there is a g,(A) < w2 so that 
C, c g,(A) for each t E A3. Now let G, = G n A and recall that V[G,] is a model of 
CH. Therefore, in V[G], we may choose p < w2 so large so that for each limit 
LY <w, and set SE [A]” n V[G,] such that f[S] is cofinal in cu there is a limit x of 
S such that x <p and f(x) = cz. Furthermore we may assume that { 0,: p <p} 
induces a regular topology on A and that the structure 
is an elementary substructure of 
(W*, E, {(Q,, { u(P, a): a < WI)): P < A]). 
Since p is just some ordinal in V[G] it has a P-name fi in V. Then there is some 
g2(A) < w2 such that 1 IF “fi < g,(A)“. Finally choose g(A) to be larger than each 
of g,(A), gz(A) and g(A - 1). 
Fact. Zf g(A)=A and cf(A)=w,, then V[G,] k "If Yc A’ is dejined by t E 
Y i_ff( t, 5) E A’ for some 5 E G, n A (recall P c w2) and ifO& is chosen so that (1, p) x 
A = (1, p) x O& and similarly for f’ and U’( /?, a) then 
is a Type-2 space”. 
As in Lemma 5.3 it should suffice to simply sketch a proof. First of all in V[G,], 
we have that for each p <A, 0; = 0, n A, f’(P) =f(P) and U’(/3, a) = U(p, a) n A 
for each (Y < 0,. Clearly the underlying space for %? is a regular space with weight 
and cardinality 0,. Furthermore we again have that [A]” n V[G,] = 
IJ {[PI” n V[G,]: p K A} and we chose g(p + 1) large enough to ensure that f’ is 
closed with respect to sequences from V[ Go], hence f’ is a closed map in V[ GA]. 
Next, we may choose A < w2 with cf(A) = w,, g(A) = A and A, = A'n A4. Therefore 
when Q,, was defined we found that (O,O, 0) was not in the “X” as in Definition 
5.1 and that the space which we defined from A,, was in fact Z’*, a Type-2 space. 
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In V[G,+,], then, there is a cub Cc w, and {x,: y E C} as in 2.2 for the space EA. 
The demands on the sequence {x,: y E C} and the corresponding neighbourhoods 
from W are that certain elementary relations hold. Since, in V[G], ZA is an 
elementary substructure of 2, these same relations, which hold for EA”,, also hold 
for E. Therefore 2.2 holds for 2, and indeed, by Lemma 5.4, 2.2 holds. 0 
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